
 

 

Tether Tools® Accessories 
 

Tether Tools Peel & Place® Mouse Pad 

The Tether Tools® Peel & Place® Mouse Pad ensures you are never without an effective mouse pad to 
operate your computer efficiently, whether in studio or on-location.  The Peel & Place Mouse Pad adheres 
seamlessly to the Tether Table® Aero or Tether Table Premier.   Product 
Specifications include: 

‐ Designed exclusively for Tether Tools. 
‐ Adheres to the Tether Table and can easily be repositioned or removed 

without leaving a sticky residue. 
‐ Can be used with a mechanical, optical or laser mouse 
‐ Extremely durable, measuring 6” wide X 8” tall and ultra-thin at .015" 

Tether Tools SecureStrap 

The SecureStrap provides photographers the added confidence ones laptop will stay securely positioned.  
Made from industrial non-slip polyester composite, the adjustable strap will fit any laptop.   Universal fit 
works with the complete Tether Table Aero product line.  

‐ Universal fit works with complete Tether Table Aero product line  
‐ Made of an industrial strength non-slip polyester composite 
‐ Universally adjustable to desired length to secure laptop 
‐ Non scratching vinyl-coated metal clasps attached to table  
‐ Heavy duty Ladder Lock buckle secures laptop to optimal tension 
‐ Permanent installation not required 
‐ Tether Table Aero can be used with or without SecureStrap based on 

shooting needs 
‐ When not in use, stores compactly in TetherPro Cable Case or Tether 

Table bag 

TetherPro Cable Cases  

The TetherPro Cable Cases are designed to keep all of a photographer’s tethering cables and 
accessories neatly organized.  The bag fits all the various tethering accessories needed when shooting 
on the go.  

‐ Stay organized and keep tethering gear together 
‐ Fits neatly inside the Tether Table storage bag 
‐ Convenient carrying handle 
‐ Includes clear plastic window for a quick scan of contents  
‐ Fits various cables, SecureStrap, JerkStoppers, USB LED ProLight and 

many other accessories (all sold separately) 
‐ Standard Case (8"W x 8"H x 2" D) for 15’ of cable or less and various 

accessories 
‐ Large Case (10"W x 10"H x 6" D) for 15’ of cable or more including 



 
extension cables and various accessories 

 

 

Aero XDC, XDC Duo & XDC Mini 

Photographers shooting to external hard drives can keep their drives and external devices secured to the 
Tether Table Aero via Tether Tool’s External Drive Compartment.  The XDC, XDC Duo and XDC Mini 
help the photographer: 

‐ Overcome limited internal computer hard-drive space 
‐ Back-up photos in real time  
‐ Protect against drive failure which can cause loss of images and work 
‐ Allow images to be easily transport to a different computer after the shoot 

wraps   

The XDC is a low-profile sleeve which mounts directly under the table's surface, via the 
LAJO-4 ProBracket. The compartment's tunnel design allows for easy connectivity of 
drives and cables.  The open structure also provides efficient ventilation, keeping drives 
cool.  Artfully designed to integrate with the complete Aero System product line, the XDC 
is: 

‐ Designed to fit popular mobile external hard drives, such as the LaCie Rugged or G-Tech 
Mini. 

‐ Constructed of the same lightweight T6 Aerospace aluminum as the Aero Series 
‐ Finished in brushed silver or non-reflective black to complement existing Tether Table Aero 
‐ Can be positioned on either side of the Tether Table Master, Standard or Traveler 
‐ Compatible with the Aero MacBook Pro 13”, 15", 17" and iMac Tether Table and can be 

positioned on the left side of these tables    

The Aero XDC, designed for a single drive, measures 4"W x 11/8"H x 6"D / 101mm x 29mm x 
152mm.  The XDC Mini, XDC Duo and custom designed compartments are also available  

.   

ProPad for the Tether Table Aero  

The best inventions come out of necessity; hence the Aero ProPad for the Tether 
Table Aero System. It’s an easy-to-use cushioned, non-slip pad designed to keep your 
table and the photography gear you put on it from slipping or scratching.  All of the 
Aero ProPads are custom-made for their respective table sizes. Plus, they are water-
proof and stain-proof, so they easily wipe clean and remain looking new.   

  



 

 

JerkStoppers® 

The JerkStopper® product line is designed to provide extra security for camera and computer equipment 
which is often susceptible to cord or cable interference. Various JerkStopper options ensure tethering 
cables, synch cords and power cords do not inadvertently dislodge from equipment potentially damaging 
or shorting out equipment.  The JerkStopper product line will protect plugs and cords from being 
damaged due to sudden jerking or extraction from equipment.  

JerkStopper Camera Support 

‐ Ideal for tethering cables and/or flash sync cords. 
‐ The JerkStopper Camera Support, exclusive to Tether Tools, removes 

the stress and strain from the cable or sync cords coming into the 
camera, ensuring the plug stays in and protects from damage. 

‐ Patented device provides slack in cord preventing damage or dislodging. 
‐ Once installed, the quick disconnect clasp enables future tethering of 

flash sync set-up in seconds. 
‐ Designed for cables 3.5mm to 8.5 mm diameter 
‐ Made in the USA 

JerkStopper Computer Support  

‐ Ideal for cables, flash sync cords and computer power cords. 
‐ The JerkStopper Computer Support removes the stress and strain from cables or cords 

coming into the computer, ensuring the plug stays in and protecting 
from damage. 

‐ Patented device provides slack in cord preventing damage or 
dislodging. 

‐ Various configurations available 
o Use an available USB port, OR 
o A RJ11 (telephone modem jack), OR 
o A RJ45 (network Ethernet jack), OR 
o Flat mount design which Velcro's directly to the Tether Table (Velcro included). 

‐ Designed for cables 3.5mm to 8.5 mm diameter 
‐ Various JerkStopper kits and configurations available 
 
 

All Tether Tools Products are made in the USA. 


